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FROM OUTSIDE THE WORLD

 

 

She wandered about in the sunshine all the day long, over 
the fields and in the woods, picking the flowers and listening 
to the birds, and singing strange songs to the river. 
Suddenly she sat down on a big stone and looked up at the 
mountain that was just a little too tall for the world, and had 
to hide its head in the clouds.
 
” I should like to climb that mountain,” she thought ; ” I want 
to know what there is on the other side.” And the more she 
thought about it the more did she long to climb. At last she 
jumped up and washed her feet in a little stream of clear 
water, and set off as fast as she could for the top of the 
mountain. It was a long way up, but she sang all the time, 
and amused herself by wondering if any had ever been lost 
on the great hills around her, the hills that stretched away 
and away as far as she could see, and if so whether
 there had been wives and children watching for them at 
home, watching, and waiting, and weeping, and listening for 
a footstep that would never come over the heather again, for 
the sound of a voice that never would speak to them more. ” 
If I could only feel,” she sighed, ” if I could only understand ; 
oh, I would give the world to know what
it is like.”
 
She went slowly down the other side of
‘the mountain. At its foot there was a
little town; it was just a very little
town, with one street running down
the middle of it, an a town -hall in the
market-place, and a clock on the
town -hall that had lost its long
hand, so it pointed to the hours
with its short one, and never
troubled itself about the
minutes. There were not many
people in the town, but they
all knew one another and
talked about one another,
and nobody ever minded his
own business, but always
some other body’s.
 
 

This is a story by Lucy Clifford 
which reminds me of a faerie, 

lacking a soul but having enough 
cognisance to know that she’s not 

fitting her role.



She stood at one end of the street and looked at the 
schoolhouse and the toll- bar in the distance, and 
she walked to the other end and looked at the 
meadows, and at an old barn, and at the farm-
house, which was the last dwelling-place she could 
see. ” It is just the same here as every- where else, I 
suppose,” she said to herself. “The people laugh and 
cry, and love and hate, and play that queer game of 
theirs which consists in one person gaining as much 
money as he can, and the rest getting as much of it 
away from him as they can, and the end of it is 
always the same; the man dies and is forgotten, and 
the next man goes on. I wonder what it . all means.” 
She sat down by the wayside and rested; she 
watched the people in the street, but no one noticed 
her. She saw two men pass by ; she heard one say 
to the other
 
“It is a fair price ; that field is not worth more;” and 
she said to herself “It is the old story, they are talking 
of money.” \
 
A man and woman passed, the woman saying as 
she did so ” I am not going to do it for less, I can tell 
her ; ” and again the girl said to herself ” The old 
story, it is money for ever, money, money, for ever ! ”
 
She got up and walked a little way, wondering if 
there were any children in the town, the children 
would be interesting, she thought. The old people 
were the world of yesterday ; and the grown people 
were the world of to-day ; but the child- ren would be 
the world of to-morrow : of to-morrow that for ever 
was on its way, for ever held a promise. There was 
life in the very word, since only dead men ceased to 
think of it and to plan for it.
 
There is some clue to life I have missed, there is 
something that I am longing for but cannot grasp. I 
am for ever feeling as if I ought to be paying myself 
in as a tribute to some great whole which I cannot 
see because of the darkness before me,” she 
thought.
 
“” Who are you, girl ? ” a voice asked suddenly. She 
looked up and saw a farmer behind her.

” I have come from a cottage over the mountain,” the 
girl answered.
 
” What have you come for ? “
 
” Just to see and to think,” she answered.
 
” It is waste of time,” he said gruffly, and turned 
away. ” Will you have a cup of milk ? ” he asked 
suddenly, ” for maybe you are tired ; go to the house 
yonder, and say I sent you ; ” and he pointed to the 
farm-house. She was hungry and thirsty, and glad to 
do as she was told.
 
” Why do you offer me milk ? ” she asked ; ” I am a 
stranger.”
 
“Strangers feel thirsty as well as friends,” he 
answered. The girl went to the farm-house, and 
when the good wife saw her she made her sit down, 
and fetched some fresh milk and home-made bread, 
and bade her rest well before she went on her way.
 
” I never gave any one a cup of niilk or a welcome 
into my cottage in my whole life,” the girl thought. ” 
 
There is some meaning in the world I have not found 
yet, but it seems a little nearer as I sit and watch the 
farmer’s wife.” Then she rose, and, coldly thanking 
her, went on.
 
“I will go through the town now,” she said to herself. 
A boy was sitting on the gate at the end of ‘ the field. 
He was gaily dressed : from his cap there hung a 
gold tassel, and on his finger he wore a ring. The girl 
stopped and looked at him. ” Where do you live ? ” 
she asked.
 
“I live at the great house up there,” he answered, 
nodding in the direction of the hill. ” You can see the 
flag waving from the tower.”
 
” You must be rich,” she said, ” for your house is 
very grand. How did you get all your money ?”
 
” My ancestors won it hundreds of years ago,” he 
answered proudly. ” They were great men.”



” And are you great ? ” she asked.
 
“I am great, for I am rich,” he answered.
 
“And so you have time to think,” she said eagerly. ” 
Tell me, do you know all things ? “
 
” No,” he said, ” I never trouble about them ; I am 
content to live and enjoy my riches.”
 
” I cannot understand it,” she sighed ; ” men are 
content to work for those they will never see, and to 
heap up money perchance for fools to spend. Money 
doesn’t make you great,” she said scornfully to the 
boy ; ” any booby can inherit.” 
 
She went down the street, she looked at the faces of 
the people; on all of them there seemed to be written 
some history of past days, some record of joy and 
sorrow, but most of sorrow. ” I am very thankful,” she 
thought, ” that I shall never know the things they 
know. I remember once overhearing some poet or 
dreamer say that in every heart there was a death 
chamber ; there is none in mine ; I have no heart to 
hold one.”
 
The townspeople were looking out at their doors, 
laughing and making merry when any two met; she 
wondered what it was all about, till suddenly she saw 
a bridal party go by. “I see now,” she said to herself; 
“these are two people going to marry, and they are 
rejoicing because they will be together henceforth. 
One will know when the other sorrows, and one will 
sit and watch at last by the other’s dead face. Why 
do they rejoice ? Oh ! I shall never understand it all.”
 
She turned out of the street, and went towards the 
fields and there sat a man by an easel, on which 
stood an untouched canvas. The boy looked at the 
girL
 
“What do you learn at school ? ” she asked.
 
” All kinds of things,” he answered. ” I am very happy 
while I am learning,” he added. “And after the 
lessons come the games.”

” What shall you do when you are a man ? ” she 
asked.
 
” I shall go on with the making of the world,” he said, 
and began to sing.
 
” Why do you want to do that ? We all die soon.”
 
” It was made for us, it is ours now, we have to make 
it for those to come. Even to think of it makes one 
long to begin.”
 
” But we shall not be here.”
 
” Others will;” he laughed, and went on his way still 
singing.
 
” Perhaps the artist will tell me something,” she 
thought, and went up to him. “Have you painted 
many pictures ?” she asked.
 
“No” he answered, “I have painted none that are 
worth remembering yet, but I shall some day.”
 
” How do you know ?” she asked curiously. ” 
Because I love the world so much,” he answered; “it 
is very beautiful,” he sighed. ” I should despair of my 
own self, but that love makes one so strong ; it helps 
one to do all things.”
 
” Why do you want to paint pictures ?” she asked.
 
” Pictures are messages of light in dark places,” he 
answered. “I want to tell the story of the world’s 
beauty to the cities, so that some of those who live, 
and work, and have seldom time to rest, and never 
time to journey, may wander in its fairest places and 
know them in their hearts.”
 
The girl’s face became eager as she listened, she 
felt some dim understanding, and yet why should he 
care for unknown people in unseen cities ? “And can 
you do it ; can you make pictures that will do this, 
and where did you get the power?”
 
 



” I worked for it ; I am working for it still, and some 
day I shall succeed, as all, who love their work well, 
must.”
 
“Love: what has that to do with it?”
 
” One must love one’s work,” he answered. ” ‘ For 
whatever a man loves he can create, and the work 
of his hands is that in which his soul delighteth.'”
 
” There is some use in love that makes the world 
prettier or better,” she said ; ” I understand that, but 
there is none in love the end of which is parting and 
sorrow.”
 
” The one is the outcome of the other,” he said. “As 
death is the consequence of life, so is sorrow the 
outcome of joy, the price we pay for it somehow or at 
sometime.”
 
” But if that is so,” the girl said, ” surely you should 
bear your sorrows in silence, and not cry out as if 
your happiness had been over-dear.”
 
” Ah,” said the painter, taking up his brush, ” that is 
an easy thing to say, and a sorry one to hear ;” and 
then he began to work, and the girl went towards the 
hill.
 
” I will go home,” she said to herself ; ” I am no wiser 
than when I came.” She passed a cottage at the foot 
of the hill ; an old woman sat by the door knitting. 
Suddenly the girl stopped. ” May I come in and rest a 
bit, mother ?” she asked.
 
” Yes, my child,” the woman answered ; and she 
took the girl into the cottage and made her sit down 
by the fire, and gave her food and drink, and 
watched her while she rested. Suddenly the girl 
looked up.
 
“Mother,” she said, “I have been wandering through 
the little town looking at the people, only at the 
outside of their lives, and hearing just their most 
careless words. Tell me, what does it all mean ? 
Why do they go on eager for life which is often a 
burden, and for money which none can hold long ? “

” Where have you come from that you ask these 
things?”
 
” I came over the hill this morning from a cottage just 
outside the world, and so I have no share in the 
world. I am just a spectator. But what does it all 
mean the hate and the love, the joy and sorrow, the 
for ever seeking for happiness that must for ever 
turn to woe in the end ?”
 
” Surely we should be content to take our share of 
work, and sorrow, and pain ; we that take the world’s 
life, and light, and shelter, and sunshine, shall we 
bear nothing in return ?” the woman said in surprise.
 
” And money ? Does money bring you happiness 
that you seek for it, and bear so much for its sake ?”
 
” Seldom enough, dear, unless it finds other things to 
keep it company. There is nothing so overrated in all 
the world as money,” the woman said.
 
” Why do so many seek it ?”
 
” I cannot tell, dear lassie, for I never had it, or 
desired it ; but some is necessary, and all should be 
willing to work for their share of it, but more than this 
I cannot understand. Why it is so precious and so 
difficult to win, where so many are willing to work for 
it, is one of the strange things one has to think 
about. There are many better things than money ; it 
is a thousand pities so much good time is wasted in 
seeking it.”
 
“And why do people desire to work; is it for honour ?“
 
” The best workers think only of their work,” the 
woman answered, ” and whether it will be good for 
the world and in itself, or of what it will do for others, 
not of what it will do for themselves.”
 
” And love “
 
” Ah,” the woman said quickly, ” out of good love and 
good work has the world grown up ; from them and 
through them we possess all good things. To love



 well and to work well are the two things to desire in 
life, for all other things are in their gift. To the lovers 
and the students we owe all things.”
 
” But the world is not made up of these, dear mother 
; there are the soldiers, and the lawgivers, and many 
others.”
 
” They have been lovers and students first.”
 
The girl did not ask how this might be, for she 
thought of the words the painter had quoted, ” For 
whatever a man loves he can create, and the work 
of his hands is that in which his soul delighteth;” and 
dimly she was beginning to understand. ” Why do 
people desire to do good work for the world which 
they hardly know and have scarcely seen?” she 
asked.
 
” The world is ourselves,” the woman answered ; “it 
is the thing we make it, and we can all help to 
choose what manner of thing it shall be for those 
who come after us. Even the least of us can help to 
root out sin, and to make unkindness strange, and 
some one life better because ours has been. Oh ! 
my dear,” she cried’ passionately, ” if I could but 
hope that you and I may think this, and know it 
before the day comes when our hands shall be 
folded, and only our work shall say that we have 
lived “
 
But the girl looked on still wondering. ” How did you 
come to think and know all these things ?” she 
asked.
 
” I have been alone so long,” the woman answered, 
“just sitting by the fire thinking. But why are you 
going ? stay a little longer if you will, lassie.”
 
” It is a long way over the hills,” the girl answered, ” 
and I must go home to the cottage.” As she spoke 
she looked back longingly at the little town, and at 
the smoke rising up from the houses in which the 
people rejoiced, and sorrowed, and worked, and 
lived out their simple lives. Then suddenly she 
looked up at the woman. “Good-bye, dear mother,” 
she said.

“It is a strange thing, but I would give the world to put 
my arms round your neck and kiss you just once.”
 
” And why not ? ” the woman asked, gently.
“I cannot,” the girl answered; “something holds me 
back. I am just a spectator and have no part in the 
world, and cannot understand the things for which it 
cares so much.”
 
“But why is that?” ” Oh, mother, I have no heart, and 
I live outside the world and have no share or part in 
it ; its joys and sorrows alike pass me by and are 
never mine ;” and she started on her way.
 
“No heart !” the woman said sadly. “Ah, poor lassie ! 
then the world must indeed be a riddle of which you 
have for ever missed the answer.”



TOOLEBELTS AND CHATELAINES

 
I started writing up a magus with a tool belt, and 
went back to look up their history. We’ve had one 
in a game supplement before, but it was 
disguised, because the wearer, like many at the 
time, was a woman.
 
Western tool belts begin with female roman 
slaves. They carried a little tool pouch on their 
belts, which contained personal hygiene items 
and domestic tools. The belt pouches carried on 
historically until they hit the Middle Ages. Again, 
they tend to be feminine because of the 
gendered division of labour. Men, speaking 
loosely, work with large tools that emphasise 
strength. Women, and here we are speaking in a 
very general way, did more domestic duties, 
using smaller tools based on manual dexterity. 
You can carry small tools in a belt pouch, but not 
large tools. Keys join these tools after the 
development of turn locks.
 
Once keys and locks become cheap, the belt 
pouch transforms, in some paces, into the 
chatelaine. A chatelaine is one of my favourite 
pieces of jewellery. It’s a belt plate from which 
hang several short chains, each of which is 
attached to a tool used in the daily work of the 
woman. These were a symbol of authority in 
senior servants, because it meant that the wearer 
was trusted with the keys to the valuables of the 
house or castle.
 
Modern tool belts, are for people using several 
tools in the same job without a break to swap 
tools. This is more common in modern, larger, 
quickly built structures.
 
Individual tools and materials have been defined 
but there is no Shape and Material Bonus 
already published for chatelaines or tool belts. 
My suggestion is Rego +5 for all of those keys, 
and the control they represent.



THE INFERNAL REGIO 

OF MAJOR WEIR

 
This week, Major Weir’s Infernal regio in 
Edinburgh as described by Joyce Muddock.
 
LibriVox is a community group which records 
books that are in the public domain into the 
audio format. I believe this recording is by 
Colleen McMahon and I thank her for putting it in 
the public domain. It demonstrates something 
interesting about folk tales – things which were 
terrifying to people from previous generations 
aren’t particularly scary now.
 
This bit of folklore, retold here by Joyce Muddock, 
uses skeletons a lot, and skeletons used to be 
terrifying. There were Vincent Price movies 
where the presence of a skeleton was the thing 
meant ot scare you. For one of them, a skeleton 
popped out of a trapdoor in center of the theater 
and then whizzed over your head on a wire. It was 
enough to give people a serious shock. Role-
players being somewhat enured to such shocks, 
these creatures just become monsters that we 
can use in this case to populate what I would 
suggest is an infernal regio that is fueled by the 
occasional murder of a passing person.

The craze for supplanting old things with new is 
responsible for much Vandalism ; while the 
modern besom of reform has swept away some 
of the most picturesque buildings in all our large 
cities. Even the eerie things that stalked the land 
during the hours of darkness, and only fled back 
to their abodes of gloom and mystery as the 
cocks crew and the glimmering dawn began to 
assert itself, have been’exorcised from their 
accustomed haunts by the joiner’s saw and the 
bricklayer’s trowel, and many a once familiar 
spirit that made our grandparents’ flesh creep is 
known no more.
 
Nothing, perhaps, that ever came from the 
unseen world was better known up to 1878 than 
the ghosts of the terrible Major Weir and his 
awful sister, Grizel. For over two hundred years 
they haunted, to the terror of the neighbourhood, 
the scenes so familiar to them while on earth, 
and there was hardly an inhabitant of the region 
around the historical West Bow in Edinburgh who 
had not at some time or other seen the ghosts of 
the wicked Major or his infamous sister. The dark 
and grim alley that led to the house so long the 
residence of the Major and Grizel when they 
were in the flesh was passed with a shudder. 
Boys and girls avoided it as they would a nest of 
serpents, and when darkness had fallen the man 
or woman was hardly to be found who would 
have ventured down that accursed passage. For 
strange apparitions, like black and silent 
shadows, flitted about ; and though the Major’s 
house had long been tenantless, for no one 
could be induced to live in such a place, 
unearthly noises echoed through its decaying 
chambers at night, and lights that came from no 
earthly gas or candles gleamed from the 
begrimed windows. And sometimes, when a 
belated traveller, nervously wending his way 
homeward, passed the haunted alley, he has 
been suddenly almost turned to stone with horror



a great black hand came out of space, seized the 
pike, and hurled it away ; and so startled was the 
native by this remarkable apparition that he fell 
down in a fit and expired.
 
For his Irish services Weir received promotion, 
and became a major. Soon afterwards he was 
appointed to the command of the ‘ Guard of 
Edinburgh,’ and in that capacity he had charge of 
the military arrangements during the execution of 
the great Montrose. He was a striking-looking 
man, powerfully built, and had a massive, sullen, 
repellent sort of face. His eyes were small, but 
burned like jets of fire, while his hair was coal 
black. On being appointed to his command in 
Edinburgh he took up his lodgings in the house in 
the West Bow, and that house was destined to 
bear the most evil of reputations ever after. His 
sister Grizel, as remarkable looking a woman as 
he was a man, came to reside with him, and this 
strange couple began then to hold direct 
intercourse with the Prince of Darkness, who 
presented the Major with an ebony staff that 
bestowed upon its possessor extraordinary 
powers of eloquence.
 
The night on which the Unholy One and Major 
Weir made their compact in the Major’s house 
the elements were dis- turbed in such a manner 
that the oldest inhabitant could remember 
nothing like it. An intense gloom enveloped the 
city, and from out the piled-up masses of clouds 
there suddenly leapt sheets of flame, followed by 
peals of thunder that shook the solid earth and 
caused many women and children to die of fright. 
Then ensued a deluge of rain that flooded the 
streets and drowned hundreds of cattle and 
sheep grazing in the fields. Many houses were 
struck by lightning, as well as people, and the 
destruction and distress caused by this most 
awful storm were tremendous.
 
During the time that the storm was at its height a 
strange little old man, enveloped in a large black 
cloak, appeared in the Major’s room. Where he 
came from or how he got in it is impossible to 

by observing a headless, coal-black horse, of 
gigantic proportions, with blood and fire 
streaming from its neck, issue forth, ridden by the 
grinning spectre of Major Weir, though, in a few 
moments, horse and rider would suddenly vanish 
in a whirlwind of blue flame. Anything more 
frightful than this apparition could not be 
imagined, and yet it was by no means 
uncommon. And sometimes the inhabitants of 
the Bow, when peacefully sleeping in their beds, 
were aroused by the thundering of a ponderous 
coach, drawn by six fiery steeds at full gallop. It 
came up the Lawn Market, shook the very 
foundations of the solid houses in the Bow, as it 
tore along to the head of the terrible close, as 
alleys are called in Scotland, where it paused for 
a few minutes, and then thundered back again, 
leaving behind it sheets of flame and an 
overpowering smell of sulphur. Strange as it may 
sound now, this equipage was driven by the Evil 
One himself, who came to take back the Major 
and his sister after they had spent a night’s leave 
of absence in their former earthly abode. All this 
is changed, however, for in 1878 the ‘ 
Improvement Commission ‘ of Edinburgh, with 
ruthless hand, improved the Major’s house and 
the dreadful close off the face of the earth for 
ever, and the disgusted ghosts walked no more.
 
But who was Major Weir ? some may ask. Well, 
he was a native of Kirktown, in Lanarkshire, and 
was born about the beginning of the sixteenth 
century. His mother was a sorceress of great 
repute, and it was only natural she should, at an 
early stage of his career, initiate her son into the 
mysteries of the black art. This did not prevent 
him, however, from becoming a soldier, for in 
1641 we find he was a lieutenant in the Scottish 
army that was sent by the Covenanters to Ireland 
to protect the Ulster settlers. In this capacity he 
saw considerable service, being present at the 
storming of Carrickfergus and the sanguinary 
battle of Benburb. During this battle he was 
furiously at- tacked by a native armed with a 
formidable pike, with which he made a 
tremendous lunge at his foe, but at that moment



Weir's coach
"West Bow, Midnight"

A. A. Ritchie 
1873



large blue mark, and as soon as they were dead 
ho whisked them through the window and laid 
them side by side at the top of the close, where 
they were found next morning. Tho discovery 
caused great consternation in the Bow, and the 
strange blue mark on the forehead of each 
corpse convinced people that something 
uncanny had caused their death, though what 
that was was never known until the terrible Major 
himself confessed years afterwards.
 
At length, however, retribution was to overtake 
this very wicked man and his equally wicked 
sister. After a long course of iniquity, and when 
he was verging on seventy years of ago, tho 
Major fell seriously ill. This illness had such an 
effect upon his mind that he made open 
confession of his wickedness and of his compact 
with the Fiend. So astounding and seemingly 
incredible was the story be told that Sir Andrew 
Ramsay of Abbotshall, who was Lord-Provost of 
Edinburgh…refused at first to order his arrest. 
But to such a pitch of furiousness rose the outcry 
against the wizard and his sister that at last the 
Provost had them conveyed to the Tolbooth, 
together with the magic ebony staff. One of the 
bailies was then sent to search the Major’s 
house, and amongst other things he found a 
quantity of money wrapped up in pieces of cloth. 
A scrap of this cloth was inadvertently cast on 
tho fire, when it caused a tremendous report that 
was heard all over the Bow. The money was 
taken by the magistrate to his own house, but no 
sooner had he arrived than the pieces flew out of 
the bag in which they were being carried, and 
banged themselves about, smashing windows 
and furniture to fragments, and it was only when 
the bailie and his appalled family offered up a 
prayer that the demoniacal money flew up tho 
chimney and was seen no more.
 
While lying in prison waiting to be tried, the Major 
seems to have become still more conscience-
stricken, so that he made the most astounding 
revelations, and the sensation ‘these revelations 
caused throughout Edinburgh was immense. 
People could hardly believe that such things     

say. It is equally impossible to tell precisely what 
passed between this little old man who 
announced him- *self as ‘ The Prince of 
Darkness ‘ and the Major and his sister. But this 
much, at least, is known, that the Prince handed 
the Major an ebony staff, telling him that slave 
never obeyed his master so well as that staff 
would obey him. It would fetch and carry, confer 
upon him extraordinary elo- quence, and render 
him invulnerable to everything except a single 
bum. The Prince advised the Major to devote 
himself to ‘praying and expounding,’ as that 
would give him great influence with the people, 
and was the surest way to worldly advancement. 
Accordingly, we find it stated in ‘ Fraser’s MS.’ in 
the Advocates’ Library at Edinburgh, that ‘ he 
(Weir) became so notoriously regarded among 
the Presbyterian sect that if four met together be 
sure that Major Weir was one. At private 
meetings he prayed to admiration, which made 
many of that stamp court his converse. He never 
married, but lived in a private house with his 
sister, Grizel Weir. Many resorted to his house to 
join with him and to hear him pray ; but it was 
observed that he could not officiate in any holy 
duty without the black staff or rod in his hand and 
leaning upon it, which made those who heard 
him pray admire his power of prayer, his ready 
extemporary expression, his heavenly gesture, 
so that he was thought more an angel than a 
man, and was termed by some of the holy sisters 
ordinarily ” Angelical Thomas.”
 
‘ In spite, however, of this outward show of 
sanctity the Major was engaged in wizardry that 
was truly astonishing, while his inner life was 
darkened by crimes of the most repulsive kind. 
On one occasion, having conceived a dislike to 
two of his neighbours, a man and woman who 
had given him Rome offence, he invited them to 
supper. During the meal lie summoned his 
master the Devil, who appeared in his most 
horrifying aspect. When the guests saw this 
frightful apparition they both went raving mad, 
and Satan then touched them on the forehead 
and killed them. Where he touched them was a 



daylight. As soon as she was brought to the 
place of execution she began rending her 
clothes, saying that she wanted to die ‘ with all 
the shame she could.’ Like her brother, she 
refused to pray, and scoffed at those who tried to 
induce her to repent.
 
Let it not be supposed, however, that although 
the woman had been strangled, and the man 
strangled and burnt, that these people had been 
got rid of. Oh, dear no ! for the very night 
following their execution the Major’s house was 
observed to be brilliantly lighted up. From every 
window light gleamed, and such light, too ! —
utterly unlike anything the citizens were 
accustomed to. But this was not all, for from the 
house issued roars of laughter, eldritch screams, 
and wild shouts of revel. All night long the 
inhabitants of the Bow heard the thunder of 
invisible chariot wheels either going to or coming 
from the Major’s house, and now and again great 
sheets of blue flame shot out of the grim close 
that gave access to the Major’s door. These 
revels were kept up till daylight began to dawn, 
and then the frightened neighbours saw that the 
lights in the house faded out, and the shouts of 
the revellers were hushed.
 
A few nights later a woman was proceeding 
through the Bow carrying a lantern. She was 
going to visit a sick neighbour, and had a little 
basket on her arm filled with delicacies. As she 
reached the top of the dreaded close her basket 
and lantern were whisked away from her, and 
then she was frozen with horror as she beheld 
standing in the mouth of the close the well-known 
form of Grizel Weir. She appeared, however, to 
be of enormous stature, and was grinning 
horribly. This dreadful sight caused the poor 
woman to fall down in a fit, and she was found 
sometime later and conveyed to her home ; but 
when she recovered from the fit, she related all 
that she had seen, and soon after she lost her 
reason, owing to the shock she had received. For 
a week or two after this nothing was observed 
either in the close or the Major’s house, which 
was shunned by everyone. But, at last, one night

could be possible. Of course, the confession only 
served to seal his doom still more surely, and 
when, on April 9, 1670, he was brought before 
the Justiciary Court, the verdict was a foregone 
conclusion. He and his sister, however, were 
duly tried, and the Major was sentenced to be ‘ 
strangled and burned between Edinburgh and 
Leith,’ while Grizel was to be hanged in the 
Grassmarket. As soon as he was conveyed back 
to prison he was earnestly urged to pray to 
heaven for pardon. But, ac- cording to ‘ Law’s 
Memorials,’ he exclaimed, ‘ Torment me no 
more. I am tormented enough already.’ He 
strenuously declined to see a clergyman.
 
In due course he was brought out for execution, 
and as he was placed over the fire with the rope 
round his neck some pious people urged him to 
say, ‘ Lord, be merciful to me ‘ ; but he replied 
fiercely, ‘ Let me alone. I will not say anything of 
the kind. I have lived as a beast and must die like 
a beast.’
 
As soon as he had been strangled his body was 
cast into the fire along with his ebony staff. And 
the horror and amazement of the spectators may 
be imagined when they saw this remarkable staff 
twist and turn about and perform the most 
extraordinary contortions, and all the time 
uttering strange sounds. Nor did it disappear until 
the last vestige of the Major’s body had been 
consumed. Though even then the stick was not 
burnt, but it leapt high up above the flames and 
vanished from the sight of the appalled 
spectators.
 
As soon as the Major had been disposed of his 
sister was prepared for execution, but when told 
of her brother’s death she fell to raving in the 
most horrible manner ; and she vowed that not 
only was she a sorceress but that her mother 
before her had been a witch. She also declared 
that she and her brother had been in direct 
communication with the Devil, who on one 
occasion had taken them for a drive in a fiery 
chariot drawn by headless horses and in broad
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truthfulness ; while her maid was a most virtuous 
woman, and had been in Mistress Donaldson’s 
service for over twenty years.
 
The lady was a widow, very comely and much 
sought after by the beaux of the period. Her 
husband had been a barber and a very 
industrious man, and, having accumulated some 
money, he was enabled to leave his widow very 
comfortably off ; and as it was believed it was her 
money and not herself that was sought after, she 
turned a deaf ear to her many sighing suitors, 
and resolved to keep the memory of her 
departed green. Now, it happened that Mistress 
Donaldson had a very intimate friend in the 
person of Mistress Williamson, also a widow, 
who resided in the Bow, and not very far from the 
haunted house of Major Weir. One afternoon 
Mistress Williamson invited a few select friends, 
including Mistress Donaldson, to drink a dish of 
hot spiced ale, and discuss the current topics of 
the day. Mistress Donaldson, accompanied by 
her maid Jessie, proceeded to her friend’s house 
about four of the clock in the afternoon of a 
November day. The ladies enjoyed themselves 
for two or three hours with much gossip, and did 
not consume more than three dishes of ale each. 
About seven of the clock Mistress Donaldson 
prepared to depart. At that time a thick mist 
enveloped the city, and a small rain was 
descending. The lady put on her pattens and 
wrapped her cloak about her, and then, preceded 
by Jessie, who carried the lantern, started for her 
home. Her route passed that grim and 
mysterious close which led to the Major’s house. 
On reaching the head of the close the frightened 
maid suddenly whispered to her mistress :
 
‘ God guard us, for I declare this is Major Weir’s 
close ! ‘ She had scarcely spoken the words, 
when she uttered a piercing scream, and cried 
out, ‘ Oh, oh, somebody has got hold of me ! ‘
 
Her mistress rebuked her for what she termed 
her ‘ frivolity,’ and told her that the small dish of 
beer with the few drops of brandy that she had 
partaken of before starting, to keep the fog from

the neighbours heard a sound as of some 
tremendous body rushing through the air. On 
looking out of their windows they beheld Sk 
gigantic black horse, bearing on its back Major 
Weir. The animal’s eyes were great balls of fire, 
and fire streamed from its nostrils. On reaching 
the close this mysterious steed stopped, and the 
Major alighted, and instantly the close was filled 
with strange beings, each one carrying a torch, 
while a wild shout greeted the Major’s arrival. 
Then once more was the house illuminated from 
top to bottom, and presently, to the horror of 
those who were witnesses of this remarkable 
occurrence, a window in the Major’s house was 
opened and a headless body was flung out, and 
alighted with a sickening thud on the pavement. 
Five minutes later, from another window, a head 
was flung after the body, and all night long these 
ghastly objects lay on the pavement, for no one 
who had witnessed the sickening sight dare 
leave his house. When the day dawned, 
however, people hurried down and in- formed the 
authorities of what they had seen. The head and 
the body were at once secured, but who the 
person was, no one of the many hundreds of 
people who saw the remains was able to 
recognise. The head had been cut off so evenly 
that there was not a jag to be seen.
 
No sooner had the citizens recovered from this 
horror before a fresh one was in store for them. 
Again one night unearthly sounds were heard. 
There was laughter such as no mortal ever 
uttered, and shrill screams that human throats 
were incapable of. And when the scared 
neighbours ventured to peer out they saw that 
every window of the Major’s house was wide 
open, and at each window was a grinning 
skeleton, the eyeless sockets being filled with 
balls of blue flame. The whole thing was hideous 
and appalling, and no wonder that some of those 
that were eye-witnesses lost their reason. But 
probably the most appalling sight of all was that 
which was witnessed by Mistress Margaret 
Donaldson and her maid. This good lady was of 
exceeding piety, and had great renown for 



waist lifted them into the centre of the room. 
Then the music struck up again, and the dance 
of death began. It was awful. Round and round 
the room flew the skeletons in one awful mad 
stampede, their bones rattling in time to the 
strange music, and their fleshless jaws clicking 
and snapping as if these tenants of the grave 
were roaring with laughter. The Major and his 
sister seemed to be everywhere. They whirled 
round and round like a maelstrom, and with 
amazing rapidity, while the Evil One sat on a high 
chair at the end of the room and appeared to 
enjoy the spectacle.
 
How long the infernal revels were kept up the 
unfortunate women could not say. All they knew 
was that quite suddenly the dancers stood stock 
still. The lights went out, the maid and her 
mistress were carried downstairs, through the 
doorway, along the close, and deposited on the 
pavement, where they became unconscious 
through the shock they had received, and where 
they were found in the dawn by the watch. They 
were at once conveyed home, and poor Mrs. 
Donaldson took to her bed, for that awful scene 
had been too much for her. A raging fever 
ensued, and in a week she was dead, but, before 
dying, she gave to the clergyman who attended 
her a circumstantial account of the ghastly ball at 
which she had been present, and this account 
was corroborated in every detail by the maid.
 
It is needless to say that after this Major Weir’s 
house was more shunned than ever, and for a 
hundred years it remained without an earthly 
tenant, though it was haunted all that time by the 
Major and his ghostly companions. At length the 
unfortunate owner, who had been unable to 
either let or sell his property, determined to try 
and obtain a tenant who might for a time sit rent 
free, in order to break the fearful spell that had so 
long hung over the accursed place. At length 
such a tenant was found in one William Patullo 
and his wife. Patullo had been a soldier, and was 
a very wild, reckless, and somewhat dissipated 
man. He was wont to declare that he did not care
 

affecting her throat, must have gone to her head, 
but in a few moments the good lady herself cried 
out
 
: ‘ Losh me, if there isna’ an arm round my ain 
waist ! ‘
 
Instantly the two women were whirled round and 
round in a mad gallop, and the maid’s lantern 
went flying up through the air. Then they were 
both whirled at a giddy pace down the awful 
close. The door of the Major’s house was flung 
open, and a great blaze of blinding light 
streamed forth. The unseen partners of the two 
women, who were now almost dead with fright, 
lifted them into the passage, and the door closed 
with a bang. Upstairs they were carried to the 
great room, which was illuminated as for a ball, 
and here, exhausted and frightened out of their 
wits, they sank down on to a stool. But now they 
were to behold the most appalling sight ever 
seen by human eyes. The door at the end of the 
room was suddenly opened with a clang, and 
Major Weir and his awful sister appeared, 
escorted by the Prince of Darkness, who bowed 
with great politeness to the maid and mistress.
 
Following this strange trio, trooped in fifty pairs of 
skeletons arm in arm. Anything more ghastly 
than this little army of grinning, chapless 
skeletons could not be conceived by the brain of 
man. The luckless women seemed to turn to 
stone with horror, and yet though they were 
deadly cold the perspiration streamed from them. 
At a given signal the skeletons, together with the 
Major and his sister, arranged themselves for a 
minuet. Then strange and unearthly music struck 
up from some unseen orchestra, and the 
skeletons having bowed to each other began to 
dance, the Major and his sister leading the way. 
The rattling of the bones of these fleshless 
dancers was horrible, and made the blood of the 
women curdle in their veins. Presently the minuet 
ceased, and the dancers formed themselves for 
a reel. Two skeletons, to the terror of the women, 
approached them, and seizing them round the 



for either man or devil, and the prospect ofgetting 
a house rent free induced him to accept the 
owner’s offer. When it had become known that at 
last a tenant had been found for the haunted 
house of Major Weir, the excitement in the town 
was immense, and Patullo was looked upon with 
extraordinary interest. At length he and his 
spouse removed to their new quarters, but their 
very first night’s experience deterred them and 
everyone else from ever again making the 
experiment. The honest man and his wife had 
not been long in bed before a remarkable 
phosphorescent glow seemed to pervade the 
room, and a noise that had no counterpart in 
earthly noises fell on the affrighted ears of the 
new tenants. Then, with eyeballs almost starting 
from their heads with terror, they beheld a 
gigantic beast, having a resemblance in form to a 
calf, but without a head. This strange creature 
put its two fore-paws on the stock of the bed and 
reared upright in all its ghastly headlessness, 
great streams of blood spouting from its neck. 
The woman fainted, and the man was 
spellbound, but presently he was enabled to 
murmur a prayer for protection, and then the 
frightful and appalling vision vanished. 
 
Next day, as soon as ever it was light, the rash 
pair quitted the place, and no attempt was ever 
afterwards made to inhabit it.
 
Scotch readers will know that this is not fiction, 
and English ones may be told that it is absolutely 
true that for a hundred and fifty years Major 
Weir’s house remained tenantless save by its evil 
spirits, though over and over again it was offered 
to people for nothing. But a curse had fallen on it, 
and nothing could remove that curse, until at last 
the Improvement Commission rooted the place 
up, crop and stone, thus purging it from its evil 
reputation, and banishing for ever the ghosts of 
the wicked Major Weir and his terrible sister.
 



PU: THE FAITHFUL TIGER
This week we start a new series of 
posts by a particular author. For 
the last few years we’ve been 
doing the works of Lord Dunsany, 
which I hope eventually to collect 
together into a vast annotated 
omnibus. Since then we’ve had 
some M.R. James, some Benson 
but for the next six or seven 
months we’ll be listening to stories 
by a 17th century Chinese author 
Pu Sung-Ling whose book was 
first translated as “Strange Stories 
From A Chinese Studio". 
Various other translations have 
had slightly different names.
 
Let’s start with a simple one: this 
one’s about what we might call an 
animal saint. In Ars Magica, animal 
saints are a strange little cul-de-
sac in Catholic theology. I believe 
we’ve written up St Guinefort the 
Greyhound several times. He can 
be prayed to, as a saint, to protect 
children. This is either an animal 
saint or possibly a faerie: as you 
are translating things from Chinese 
into Western European theology 
there are certain necessary 
changes.
 
Stats for this creature will 
eventually be written up for the 
blog that accompanies this 
podcast. The recording used in 
this spisode was released into the 
public domain by Matt Parad. 
Many thanks to Matt and to the 
entire gang at LibriVox

At Chao-ch‘êng there lived an old woman more than seventy years of age, who had an 
only son. One day he went up to the hills and was eaten by a tiger, at which his mother 
was so overwhelmed with grief that she hardly wished to live. With tears and 
lamentations she ran and told her story to the magistrate of the place, who laughed 
and asked her how she thought the law could be brought to bear on a tiger. But the old 
woman would not be comforted, and at length the magistrate lost his temper and bade 
her begone. Of this, however, she took no notice; and then the magistrate, in 
compassion for her great age and unwilling to resort to extremities, promised her that 
he would have the tiger arrested. Even then she would not go until the warrant had 
been actually issued; so the magistrate, at a loss what to do, asked his attendants 
which of them would undertake the job.[ Upon this one of them, Li Nêng, who 
happened to be gloriously drunk, stepped forward and said that he would; whereupon 
the warrant was immediately issued and the old woman went away. When our friend, 
Li Nêng, got sober, he was sorry for what he had done; but reflecting that the whole 
thing was a mere trick of his master’s to get rid of the old woman’s importunities, did 
not trouble himself much about it, handing in the warrant as if the arrest had been 
made. “Not so,” cried the magistrate, “you said you could do this, and now I shall not 
let you off.” Li Nêng was at his wits’ end, and begged that he might be allowed to 
impress the hunters of the district. This was conceded; so collecting together these 
men, he proceeded to spend day and night among the hills in the hope of catching a 
tiger, and thus making a show of having fulfilled his duty.
 
A month passed away, during which he received several hundred blows with the 
bamboo and at length, in despair, he betook himself to the Ch‘êng-huang temple in the 
eastern suburb, where, falling on his knees, he prayed and wept by turns. By-and-by a 
tiger walked in, and Li Nêng, in a great fright, thought he was going to be eaten alive. 
But the tiger took no notice of anything, remaining seated in the doorway. Li Nêng then 
addressed the animal as follows:—“O tiger, if thou didst slay that old woman’s son, 
suffer me to bind thee with this cord;” and, drawing a rope from his pocket, threw it 
over the animal’s neck. The tiger drooped its ears, and allowing itself to be bound, 
followed Li Nêng to the magistrate’s office. The latter then asked it, saying, “Did you 
eat the old woman’s son?” to which the tiger replied by nodding its head; whereupon 
the magistrate rejoined, “That murderers should suffer death has ever been the law. 
Besides, this old woman had but one son, and by killing him you took from her the sole 
support of her declining years. But if now you will be as a son to her, your crime shall 
be pardoned.” The tiger again nodded assent, and accordingly the magistrate gave 
orders that he should be released, at which the old woman was highly incensed, 
thinking that the tiger ought to have paid with its life for the destruction of her son.
 
Next morning, however, when she opened the door of her cottage, there lay a dead 
deer before it; and the old woman, by selling the flesh and skin, was able to purchase 
food. From that day this became a common event, and sometimes the tiger would 
even bring her money and valuables, so that she became quite rich, and was much 
better cared for than she had been even by her own son. Consequently, she became 
very well-disposed to the tiger, which often came and slept in the verandah, remaining 
for a whole day at a time, and giving no cause of fear either to man or beast. In a few 
years the old woman died, upon which the tiger walked in and roared its lamentations 
in the hall. However, with all the money she had saved, she was able to have a 
splendid funeral; and while her relatives were standing round the grave, out rushed a 
tiger, and sent them all running away in fear. But the tiger merely went up to the 
mound, and, after roaring like a thunder-peal, disappeared again. Then the people of 
that place built a shrine in honour of the Faithful Tiger, and it remains there to this day.



APPENDIX : SUPPLEMENTAL STATISTICS

I’m trying to work through the 
backlog of monster 
statistics, so here are a batch 
for this month. Thanks to 
jason72 and Ignes Fesitvus 
for reminding me where these 
statistics were, and for the 
suggestion to use a 
mongoose as the base for 
ferret statistics.

Srendi Vashtar – Tiny Faerie God
Faerie Might: 5 (Animal)
Characteristics: Cun +1, Per 0, Pre –2, Com –5, Str –5, Sta +2, Dex +1, Qik +4
Size: –4
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Berserk, Ferocity (against those who hurt children), 
Immunity (serpent venom), Improved Characteristics.
Mundane Qualities: Crafty, Pursuit Predator, Tireless
Faerie Powers: Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, Animal Form.
Personality Traits: Patient +5, Angry +3
Combat: Teeth: Init +4, Attack +11, Defense +12, Damage –4
* does not include +3 bonus when attacking those who have hurt children (Ferocity).
Soak: +3
Wound Penalties: –1 (1), –3 (2), –5 (3), Incapacitated (4), Dead (5+)
Pretenses: Athletics 3 (leaping), Awareness 3 (adults), Brawl 6 (bite), 
Hunt 4 (people who hurt children), Survival 3 (human habitation)
Natural Weapons: Teeth: Init 0, Attack +3*, Defense +1*, Damage +1.
Vis: I pawn Perdo: a destroyed toy.
Appearance: A ferret or weasel with eyes that, perhaps, burn red with a desire
for vengeance.
 
Srendi Vashtar – Tiny False God
Infernal Might: 5 (Animal)
Characteristics: Int +1, Per 0, Pre +1, Com +1, Str –5, Sta +2, Dex +1, Qik +4
Size: –4
Confidence Score: 5 (5)
Personality Traits: Proud +6
Reputation:  False God 1
Combat: Teeth: Init +4, Attack +8, Defense +8, Damage –4
Soak: +3
Wound Penalties: –1 (1), –3 (2), –5 (3), Incapacitated (4), Dead (5+)
Abilities: All suited to story, but at least Athletics 3 (leaping), Awareness 3 (sinners), Brawl 3 (bite), Hunt 4 (sinners)
Powers:
Coagulation, 0 points, Init 0, Animal: The creature takes the form of a sleek ferret.
Child’s Treasure:  1 point, Init 0, Vim: This power allows the demon to summon a toy, or discarded object, which is exactly what 
the child needs to fulfil a sinful whim. The creature needs to know the object exists – it does not create them, but merely transports 
them from nearby. The item may have a theoretical value of up to 1 Mythic Pound.
Envisioning, 1 point, Init  0, Mentem: For 1 point, allows the demon to enter and twist dreams. Srendi Vashtar does not use this 
power to cause seizures, as other demons do, but may use it to instruct children in his worship.
Leech: 1 point, Init 0, Corpus: The creature’s bite causes wounds which bleed excessively, doing +5 extra damage. Successful 
use of this power covers the demon, and the scene of attack, with bloodstains.
Obsession: 1-3 points, Init -5, Mentem: May force characters to make Personality Trait rolls to resist a temporary trait, Pride, which 
has a score equal to the Might points spent.. If the roll is successful, the trait vanishes. If it fails, they gain the trait permanently at 
+1, although they can remove it by the usual means of reducing traits.
Weakness: Cannot hurt children directly, but can tempt them to sin.
Vis: I pawn Perdo
Appearance: A ferret or weasel with burning eyes and sharp, wet teeth.



Sinburnian Octopus / Dolores as Octopus
Order: Infernal Saint (new)
Infernal Might: 40 (scaled as Princess of the Furies) (Corpus)
Characteristics: Int +5, Per +3, Pre +7, Com +5, Str +4, Sta +7, Dex 0, Qik 0
Size: +2
Confidence: 5 (15 points)
Virtues and Flaws: Unknown. Change as relevant to your story.
Personality Traits: Cruel +6, Passionate +6. Which of these is higher is a matter of some interest to her followers. Some 
suggest the demon is one and the human the other.
Reputations: Lady of Pain +9
Combat: Dolores’s attacks, are slower, but more damaging when she is in octopus form. Her main advantages are that she 
can touch or grapple with eight foes simultaneously.
Kisses like poison*:  Init +1, Attack +7, Defense +7, Damage +4**
Touches that causes pain*:  Init +1, Attack +8, Defense +8, Damage +6**
*Does not include specialisation (skin contact)
**Does not include contact damage from Wounds the Bloom power (+15, Perdo)
Soak: +9, +18 against crushing weapons
Wound Penalties:  –1 (1–9), –3 (10–18), –5 (19–27), Incapacitated (28–36), Dead (37+)
Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 9 (when contact is made with skin), Carouse 9 (debauchery), Charm 9 (sinful acts), 
Houe Tytalus Lore 9 (was there when it happened), Infernal Lore 8 (Order of Hermes).
Powers:
Envisioning 1 or 5 points, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking dreams.
Form is shapeshifted human: 0 points, Init. 0 : Technically does not coagulate from ambient matter like a demon. Actually 
shifts shape into ambient moisture, travels and then turns back into her human shape. Her human shape is always beautiful 
and female, but can vary to suit the culture she is visiting.
I could hurt thee but pain would delight thee: 0 points, 0 Init. Dolores does not suffer Wound penalties, except on Defense 
totals.
Obsession: 1 point, Init -5, Vim: Can impose the desire for suffering..
The Serpent Oracle: 2 points, Init. +2: Dolores may cast any Intelligo spell for 2 Might, and automatically knows the context 
and likely outcome of actions made in response to the information gained.
Shroud the Stench of the Pit: variable points, Init. +7, Vim. This Power makes another Infernal Power appear to be aligned 
to the Magical or Faerie Realm, at the demon’s choice. It has the same cost as the power it disguises.
Waxing Tide of Humors: 3 points, Init +6, Mentem. This power causes passion to overcome sense. A character can resist 
this effect with a roll against an ease Factor of 9, modified by Traits like Calm.
Wounds that bloom: 3 points, Init -5, Perdo: Makes Dolores’s touch do +15 additional damage for the rest of a battle.
Weakness: The Virgin Mary. The cult of the Virgin hasn’t really taken off yet in 1220, but it gains a lot of power over the 13th 
Century. When people start wandering around with Servite scapulars, Dolores is going to go after that Order.
Vis: 8 pawns, Perdo
Appearance: A languid woman, filled with delightful venom. She changes appearance to suit the appetites of the local 
culture.
 
Infernally-tainted Octopus
Order: Corrupted beast.
Infernal Might: 5 Animal
Characteristics: Int 1, Per –2, Pre +6/-6, Com –6, Str –8, Sta +3, Dex +4, Qik +8 (* Corrupted beast)
Size: –2
Qualities: Aquatic, Grapple, Slippery x 2, Defensive Fighter, Pack Animal
Virtues and Flaws: Giant, Greater Infernal Power, Puissant Brawl, Horrifying Appearance (human eyes and skin)
Personality Traits: Sadistic +6
Combat: Dodge: Init +6, Atk +5, Dfn +5, Dam -6*
* Does not include Infernal power (=15 Damage)
Soak: +3, +6 against crushing weapons
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –1, –3, –5, Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1-3), –3 (4-6), –5 (7-9), Incapacitated (10-12), Dead (13+)
Weakness: The Virgin Mary
Abilities: Awareness 2 (food), Brawl 2 (grapple), Survival 3 (sea), Swim 5 (sea)
Vis: 1 pawn (Perdo)
Appearance: Large octopi, with human eyes and skin.



Marvellous Fish (Almost a colossal squid)
Characteristics: Cun –3, Per –2, Pre -6, Com –6, Str +8, Sta +3, Dex +6, Qik 0
Size: +4
Qualities: Aquatic, Grapple, Slippery.
Virtues: Gigantic Size, Puissant Brawl
Combat:
Grapple Init +2, Atk +10, Dfn +15, Dam 0*
Bite: Init 0, Atk +10, Dfn +15, Dam +12**
* Once a grappled victim is immobile, the creature chews with the hundred tiny mouths on each tentacle, for +10 Damage.
** Once a grappled victim is immobile, the creature need not make an Attack roll to damage one creature per turn, with its bite.
Soak: +4, +8 against crushing weapons, as it has rubbery organs.
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0/0, –1/-1, –3/-3, –5/-5, Unconscious
Wound Penalties: –1 (1-9), –3 (10-18), –5 (19-26), Incapacitated (27-36), Dead (37+)
Abilities: Awareness 2 (food), Brawl 6 (grapple), Survival 3 (sea), Swim 5 (sea)
 
Cancer-causing Caterpillars
I originally thought these were best described as a spell effect, as many swarms are in Ars Magica. Then, I considered the 
caterpillars as a single creature, the boiling mass is merely it’s form. It does not choose to take a human shape.
Order: Evil Spirit
Infernal Might: 20 (Animal)
Characteristics: Int 0, Per 0, Pre -3, Com 0, Str -8, Sta +3, Dex +10, Qik +10
Size: -8
Virtues and Flaws: Weak-willed
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Personality Traits: Hungry +3.
Reputations: Living poison 1 (Infernal)
Combat: Bite: Initiative +13, Attack +13, Defense +13, Damage -8*
Bite triggers power
Soak: -8
Fatigue Levels: Do not to suffer fatigue
Wound Penalties: Dead (1+)
Abilities: Awareness 4 (victims), Brawl 6 (grapple)
Powers:
Envisioning, 1 point, Init  0, Mentem: For 1 point, allows the demon to enter and twist dreams. If used to terrify, the victim can ignore it 
with a Brave Personality trait roll against an Ease factor of 9 or more. Failure to resist leads to a profound physical reaction, like a 
seizure.
Create cancerous tumors, 5 points, Init +10, Corpus: Each bite from a caterpillar allows the creature to attempt to seed a person with 
cancer. (PeCo20 – cause major illness. +5 Touch). It may take months to finally kill the person, and a character who realises they are 
sick can have the tumors magically removed in the interim.
Coagulation, 0 points, Init 0, Corpus: The creature manifests as a pile of clawed, deformed maggots.
Weakness: The creature hates sunlight. It cannot use its power during the day, but may move an element near to a victim, to wait for 
nightfall.
Vis: 4 pawn of Perdo (requires all, yes all, of the maggots)
Appearance: A swarm of tiny silver caterpillars with clawed feet.



The Worm That Cannot Eat The Sea
From Lord Dunsany’s The Worm and the Angel.
Order: Infernal dragon
Infernal Might: 35 (Animal)
Characteristics: 
Worm form: Int 0, Per +2, Pre -2, Com 0, Str +7, Sta +7, Dex -3, Qik -5
Human form: Int +2, Per 0, Pre +1, Com +3, Str +1, Sta +1, Dex -1, Qik -1
Size: Worm +5, Human 0
Confidence: 2 (6 points)
Virtues and Flaws: Weak-willed
Personality Traits:  Hungry +5
Reputations:   All consuming worm +3
Combat: Bite: Init -, Attack +7, Defense +7, Damage +
Soak: Worm +6, Human 0
Wound Penalties:
Worm: -1 (1–10), –3 (11–15), –5 (16–20), Incapacitated (21-25), Dead (26+)
Human: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+)
Abilities: unclear, but assume Brawl 6 (bite), Infernal Lore 6 (Order of Hermes).
Powers:
Coagulation: 1 point, Init -1, Corpus: Can manufacture a solid body out of ambient matter. Usually, it has takes the form of an 
enormous lamfrey, but can become a “merchant”. The Worm is far more intelligent in human form, but it hates humans, and only 
takes the form to steal corpses or cause trouble that leads to murder.
Envisioning 1 point, Init 0, Mentem: Can enter dreams and cause waking dreams. The Worm eats people in their dreams, over and 
over and over.
Poison the land: 8 points, Init +1, Terram:   The demon can ooze corrosive, digestive spittle so that it renders the earth sterile, doing 
+15 corrosive damage to all living things for up to one and a half miles. Once the effect is triggered, the circle expands at a rate of 
500 yards per day, provided the Worm spends might each day to maintain it. Once it reaches full size the Worm must spend Might 
each day to prevent it shrinking. The worm is always in the middle of the circle while it is growing, which allows magi to locate it. 
The poison cannot cross water.
Venom: 0 points, Init +3, Aquam: The Worm’s spittle dissolves all mundane , organic matter in one round. If its Attack roll succeeds, 
even if the Damage is completely Soaked, a character must make a Sta roll against an Ease factor of 9, or suffer a Medium wound.
Obsession: 1 point, Init -5, Vim: Can impose antropophagic hunger. Characters unable to resist it sometimes prevent themselves 
harming others by eating their own fingernails and hair.
Equipment: As suits human form.
Weaknesses:  
Cannot harm the pure of heart. (True faint, or at least two virtuous Personality traits at +3 or more, and no sins on conscience).
Seawater
Vis: 5 pawns, Perdo (teeth)
Appearance: A vast lamfrey.



The Guardian of the Watch-tower
With thanks to Matt Ryan, whose stats I’ve reskinned here. (English Knight – Tales of Mythic Europe).
Magic Might: 10
Characteristics: Int 0, Per +1, Pre –1, Com 0, Str +3, Sta +2, Dex +2, Qik -1
Size: 0
Age: appears 30, but was older when he died.
Virtues and Flaws: Magic Spirit, Affinity with Single Weapon, Improved Characteristics; Magical Monster, Dutybound.
Personality Traits: Distrusts the invaders +4, Defend the tower +3.
Powers: Donning the Corporeal Veil, 5 points, Init 0. Allows the ghost to take material form until it releases its materiality. The ghost’s 
personal equipment also becomes material.
Combat:
Dodge: Init -1, Attack n/a, Defense +5, Damage n/a
Lance and shield (mounted): Init +1, Attack +17, Defense +14, Damage +8
Long sword and shield (mounted): Init +1, Attack +15, Defense +14, Damage +10.
Lance (dismounted): Init +2, Attack +8, Defense +4, Damage +10
Long sword and shield (dismounted): Init +1, Attack +12, Defense +11, Damage +10
Soak: +10 (but immune to mortal weapons)
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11–15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+)
Abilities: Athletics 4 (armored), Area Lore: Tower 6 (surroundings), Brawl 5 (in armor), Arabic 2 (threats), Awareness 12 (tower area), 
Etiquette 3 (outdated), French 1 (military commands), Castilian 5 (military commands), Great Weapon 2 (lance, dismounted), Hunt 3 
(horseback), Intrigue 6 (when being plotted against), Leadership 3 (Castilians), Ride 3 (battle), Single Weapon 7 (lance).
Equipment: Charger, full chainmail, lance, cavalry sword, shield
Vis: 2 pawns, Mentem
Appearance: An armored knight of a past age. He is fixated on the idea that the invaders will return. Swap out language skills and 
accoutrements to move him to a different borderland.
Ghostly Warder With Lost Heart
Magic Might: 10 (Mentem)
Characteristics: Int +1, Per +1, Pre +2, Com +1, Str +1, Sta 0, Dex 0, Qik 0
Size: -2 (child, non-physical)
Confidence Score: 1 (3)
Virtues and Flaws: Vary (May take Virtues and Flaws as a grog, if desired by the troupe.)
Personality Traits: Protective +3, Vengeful +3, Sad +1
Combat: Fingernails (claws): Init +0, Attack +6, Defense +6, Damage +3 
Abilities: [Area] Lore 5 (site of death), Awareness 5 (where the protected is),
Brawl 5 claws, Infernal Lore 1 (sacrificial rituals), Folk Ken 4 (life experience), Living Language 5 (whispers), Profession 2 (as life).
Powers:
Donning the Corporeal Veil, 5 points, Init 0. Allows the ghost to take material form until it releases its materiality. The ghost’s 
personal equipment also becomes material.
Kinesis, 5 points, Init 0, Terram: The ghost can move an object as if physically present. One expenditure of Might allows the ghost to 
move one object until they put it down again.
Equipment: Clothing, stained by the extraction of the heart. A sentimental object.
Vis: Arguably 2 pawns, Mentem, but there’s special rule in ArM5 Core rulebook (p.193) that says none, because magi cannot render 
other characters’ Ghostly Warders down for vis.



Ozto The Bear, Called The Forest Apple In Song
Faerie Might: 10 (Animal)
Characteristics: Cun +1, Per 0, Pre 0, Com -5, Str +6, Sta +4, Dex +2, Qik 0
Size: +3
Virtues and Flaws: Faerie Beast, Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, 
External Vis, Cognizant within Role, Ferocity (when injured), Giant, Improved Characteristics (x2), Tough, Greedy (minor), Reclusive 
Qualities: Aggressive, Extra Natural Weapons (claws), Fast Runner, Grapple, Hardy, Imposing Appearance, Large Claws, Pursuit 
Predator, Tough Hide, Mute. Sovereign Ward (is suicidally lulled by songs)
Personality Traits: Brave +3, Slothful +3, Aggressive +2 Reputations: Ferocious (local) 2
Combat:
Claws: Init 0, Attack +13, Defense +9, Damage +10
Teeth: Init 0, Attack +11, Defense +7, Damage +7
Grapple: Init 0, Attack +7, Defense +5, Damage n/a
Soak: +15
Wound Penalties: -1 (1-8), -3 (9-16), -5 (17- 24), Incapacitated (25-33), Dead (34+)
Pretenses: Athletics 3 (sprinting), Awareness 8 (humans), Brawl 6 (claws), 
Faerie Speech 5 (songs) Hunt 4 (for mystical auras), Survival 5 (foraging), Swim 3 (against the current)
Vis: 2 pawns Rego, a bear skull. The bear skull grants the Faerie speech and Faerie Sight virtues, as an External Vis source.
Appearance: The bear is a even larger than usual: eight feet tall on his hind legs, and the size of a horse if on all fours. stands over 
seven feet tall on its hind legs. He is, if sung to, surprisingly gentle – it is his role to deliver his virtues to the magicians who consumes 
him. Otzo’s ritual might, instead, provide strength or longevity, if troupes find those more appealing.
 
Hermes Who Carries Away
Faerie Might: 15 (Herbam)
Characteristics: Int +3, Per +6, Pre 0, Com 0, Str +3, Sta Tireless, Dex 0, Qik +6
Size: 0
Virtues and Flaws: Greater Faerie Powers, Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, Humanoid Faerie, Increased Faerie Might, Immune to Fire, 
Personal Faerie Powers; Incognizant, Traditional Ward: cannot steal someone who is seen by another human being.
Personality Traits: Compulsively steals Gifted children from mortals +3, Dislikes Ungifted humans +1,
Combat: Brawl (hands): Init +6, Attack +9, Defense, +9, Damage +3
Wound Penalties: –1 (1–5), –3 (6–10), –5 (11– 15), Incapacitated (16–20), Dead (21+)
Pretenses: Acrobatics 7 (rooftops), Brawl 7 (children), Faerie Speech 5 (convincing children to come away with him), Order of Hermes 
Lore 9 (apprentices), more local area lores than you’d imagine possible.
Powers:
Appear Human, 1 point, constant, Imaginem.
Immure to Fire and Smoke: 0 points, constant, Ignem. You can’t go sliding down chimneys if you’ll catch fire.
Invisibility: 1 point, Init –1, Imaginem (1 intricacy point on cost). Strictly speaking he becomes a shadow, not invisible.
Squirming Sack: 1 point, Init –1 Corpus: Moves a child up to 50 paces away, who has made eye contact, into his sack. (Base 15 + 1 
Eye, 1 intricacy point spent on cost)
Still Sack: 0 points, Init –1, Mentem (2 intricacy point on cost): A powerful version of the Cause Drowsiness Power that keeps children 
unconscious until they are removed from the sack. (Or Sun, whichever comes first)
Vis: 3 Ignem, a lump of coal.
Appearance: Hermes Who Snatches Away is called “black-faced” which refers to the soot that covers his form. His detailed 
knowledge of Hermetic institutions suggests either contact with the Order, or that he is a faerie expression of a story sprung up from 
the activities of magi stealing apprentices. Note that he does not seem to have the power to remove the child’s memories, or the 
memories of the parents of the child, both of which are widely believed to be his. This adds further weight to the idea that he is a 
figment of story left behind by the actions of magi. The main counter to this is that stories of Black Faced Hermes predate the Order – 
the ancient Greeks used him as a nursey bogey.



Magpie Queen
Faerie Might: 40+10 (Animal)
Characteristics: Int +1, Per +4, Pre+2, Com +3, Str +2, Sta +2, Dex 0, Qik +3
Size: -1
Virtues and Flaws: 2 x Focus Power, 3 x Greater Faerie Powers, Highly Cognizant, Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, 2 x Great 
Characteristic, Human Form, 6 x Improved Characteristics, 7 x Increased Faerie Might, 2 x Personal Faerie Powers, Place of Power 
(kingdom); Traditional Ward (Salutations and rhymes)
Personality Traits: Easily distracted by flashy things +3, Aware that she is easily distracted by flashy things +2. Really annoyed when 
distracted by people who know she likes flashy things +3.
Combat: Brawl (fist): Init +3, Attack +1, Defense +2, Damage +2
She prefers to use magical effects rather than weapons.
Soak: +1
Wound Penalties: –1 (1-4), –3 (5-8), –5 (9- 12), Incapacitated (13-17), Dead (18+)
Pretenses: (Area) Lore 6 (her domain), Artes Liberales 3 (songs), Animal Handling 6 (magpies), Athletics 9 (flight), Awareness 2 
(humans), Bargain 7 (women), Brawl 1 (while flying), Carouse 6 (gossip), Charm 6 (gossip), Concentration 3 (while stealing hings), 
Craft (weaving) 6 (baskets), Etiquette 7 (gossip), Faerie Speech 6, Finesse 6 (Rego), Folk Ken 6 (gossip about surrounding area), 
Guile 3 (gossip), Leadership 6 (birds), Order of Hermes Lore 5 (Bjornaer), Penetration 6 (using Arcane Connections).
Powers:
Collects bright memories : 4 points, Init –3, Mentem: Transforms one of the character’s thoughts, songs, or speeches in to a shiny 
object, which the queen can keep. Characters touching the mirror vividly recall the events surrounding a secret, or word-perfectly 
recall what was said or sung. The character cannot remember the secret, although they are aware they once knew it. If they touch 
the mirror they can recall it again after putting the mirror down, much as any other person can, but only feel emotional connection to 
the secret while they hold the mirror.
Craw of feathers: 3 points, Init –2, Animal: Transforms a character’s words into feathers. This fills their mouth, so that they cannot 
speak, and will suffocate them unless action is immediately taken. This is a reskinning of Rushing Torrent From the Lungs, but is 
slightly weaker in that qa character who knows its effect, and stays perfectly silent, can avoid suffering its effect.
Extended Glamor: 0 points, constant.
Focus Power (Speech within her realm): up to 10 points, Init –9, Imaginem/Auram.
Transform into a flock of ravens: 2 points, Init –4, Animal: (Until Duration) (3 intricacy points to reduce cost). The queen becomes 
dozens of ravens. So long as they remain in her domain, all of them are, effectively, her. She can see through all of their eyes, and 
can unwind the glamour of all of the other birds, restoring herself to unity from any single bird.
Transform Victim into Mouse: 2 points, Init –3, Animal. (2 intricacy points to reduce cost)
Equipment: A small kingdom of faerie servants, including an awful lot of ravens. She sends them on tasks in groups whose numbers 
reflect a common children’s rhyme. Centuries of collected shiny treasure. Wears pied clothes.
Vis: 8 pawns Intelligo, a piece of shiny glass, +2 if in kingdom
Appearance: A thin, intense woman who talks quickly and listens deeply. Easily distracted, easily bored, easily amused. Knows she’s 
not as clever as magi, but knows she can learn more quickly than mortals do.



The New Mother
Faerie Might: 10 (Corpus)
Characteristics:
Old: Int 0, Per 0, Pre +2 Com +1, Str 0, Sta 0, Dex +2, Qik +2
New: Int 0, Per +3, Pre -2, Com 0, Str +1, Sta +2, Dex +1, Qik -3
Size: Old 0 / New +1
Virtues and Flaws: Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, Huge, Humanoid Form, Increased Faerie Might,  Personal Faerie Powers; Monstrous 
Appearance, Incognizant, Traditional Ward (respectful children), Traditional Ward (disrespectful children)
Personality Traits: Wants Children +4.
Reputations: Nil.
Combat: The Old Mother is non-combatant. New: Tail: Init -2, Attack +10, Defense +4, Damage +3
Soak: +0
Wound Penalties: 
Old -1 (1-5), -3 (6-10), -5 (11-15), Incapacitated (16-20), Dead (21+)
New-1 (1-6), -3 (7-12), -5 (13-19), Incapacitated (20-26), Dead (27+)
Pretenses: Brawl 5 (tail), Faerie Speech 5 (children),
Powers: Transform: 0 points, Init. -1, Corpus: (2 intricacy points): Allows the Mother to change between forms. She does not appear to 
have volution over the change, but knows it is coming.
Equipment: Clothing, domestic tools, half-fae baby.
Vis: 2 Muto, a mirror-shard
Appearance: In this interpretation, the New and Old Mothers are the same creature, which is a lovely when her children demonstrate 
obedience but becomes a terror when they are naughty. In this version, the children could change the other back, if only they obeyed 
her in her ugly form.
The Pear Drum Girl is another faerie, or a person with Free Expression.
 
Cubbidge Dragon
Faerie Might: 30
Characteristics: Int* 0, Per –2, Pre –6, Com –6, Str +1, Sta +6, Dex +2, Qik -2
Size: +4:
Virtues and Flaws: Huge, Faerie Beast; Faerie Sight, Faerie Speech, Greater Power (Spirit Away), Increased Characteristics, 6 x 
Increased Might, Personal Faerie Power (Constant Damaging Effect), Incognizant
Personality Traits: Inquisitive +3, Daring +2, Loves milk +1
Combat:
Fangs: Init –4, Attack +14, Defense +1), Damage +10 +poison as below.
Constrict: Init 0, Attack +9, Defense +5 (+11 against grappling attacks), Damage +8
Claws: Init –1, Attack +11, Defense +10, Damage +6
Soak: 10
Wound Penalties: Size +4: –1 (1-9), –3 (10-18), –5 (19-27), Incapacitated (28–36), Dead (37+)
Powers
Constrict*: When successfully struck with a constrict attack, the character is encoiled and unable to use mêlée weapons. The dragon 
automatically does damage in each subsequent round, without requiring an Attack roll, if it wishes. The victim may still Soak damage. 
At the end of each round, including the round in which the constriction attack succeeds, the character may attempt to break free by an 
opposed Strength roll. To do this, the character rolls Strength + a stress die, and compares it to the dragon’s Strength + a stress die. 
Success indicates the character is free, and may attack normally in the following round. For each character assisting, the trapped 
character may add +1 to the Strength roll, but an assistant is unable to attack the dragon in that round. A character unable to break 
free for 30 seconds (6 combat rounds) needs to make deprivation rolls, as described on page 179 of ArM5.
Spirit Away (see Realms of Power: Faerie – allows the dragon to lift willing or incapacitated humans into Arcadia).
Flight, 0 points, Init: Qik+1, Auram*
Venomous Bite:* When the orm attacks, compare its Attack Advantage to the victim’s armor Protection (not Soak). If the dragon’s 
advantage is higher, the victim suffers the effects of soporific venom with an Ease Factor of 12, that does Fatigue damage. (See page 
180 of ArM5 for poison mechanics). The poisoning occurs regardless of whether the bite inflicts an actual wound. The storyguide may 
adjust the required Attack Advantage for special circumstances.
* These are natural abilities of the faerie’s form, and do not require the Personal Faerie Powers Virtue.
Pretenses: Area Lore 6 (mortal world), Awareness 6 (beauty), Brawl 7 (crushing), Hunt 5 (beauty), Faerie Speech 5 (promises), Folk 
Ken 6 (the fae touched), Stealth 5 (people who never look up)
Equipment: None
Vis: Might 6 pawns, a piece of lost string
Appearance: A magnificent dragon



The Mother of Figureheads
Magic Might: 30 (Aquam)
Characteristics: Int +5, Per +3, Pre +5, Com +2, Str +3, Sta +2, Dex -1, Qik +1
Size: +2
Personality Traits: Secretive +4, Protective +3
Combat: Brawl: Init +3, Attack +3, Defense +6, Damage +2.
Soak: +6 (marble statue)
Wound Penalties: –1 (1-7), –3 (8-14), –5 (15-22), Incapacitated (23-30)
Abilities: Brawl 5 (humans), Magic Lore 10, Area Lore 10 (sea only), Folk Ken 10 (sailors).
Soak: +6 (marble statue)
Wound Penalties: –1 (1-7), –3 (8-14), –5 (15-22), Incapacitated (23-30)
Abilities: Brawl 5 (humans), Magic Lore 10, Area Lore 10 (sea only), Folk Ken 10 (sailors), and others. 
Powers:
Hear the Prayers of Ships, 1 point, Init -3, Vim: Can understand the thoughts of Spirits of Artifice embodied in ships.
Primal Power, varies, Init +3, Vim: Can perform any Hermetic spell at the cost of 1 Might point per magnitude. Spells that involve the 
form Aquam cost 1 per magnitude.
Vis: Leaves six pawns of Intellego vis in her rubble. 
Appearance: The statue of a powerful nymph, in marble.
 
Faerie Hand – Prosthetic
Faerie Might: 10 (Corpus)
Characteristics: Cun +1, Per -3, Pre 0, Com –5, Str +3, Sta n/a , Dex +5, Qik +1
Size: –4
Virtues and Flaws: Faerie Sight, Feast of the Fae (must be submerged in milk to regain Might), Traditional Ward (relics)
Personality Traits: Bloodthirsty +1
Combat: Uses the character’s own skills, if they are superior to Pretenses below, but substitutes its Characteristics for the player 
character’s.
Soak: +4
Wound Penalties: –1 (1), –3 (2), –5 (3), Incapacitated (4), Dead (5+)
Powers: Read desires: 2 points, constant, Mentem: The hand can do what the person attached to it requires of it. It reads desires, not 
thoughts, so Personality Trait rolls can make it act rebelliously.
Pretenses: Athletics 5 (throw), Brawl 6 (punch), Single Weapon 6 (spear)
Vis: I pawn Corpus, a fingerbone.
Appearance: A hand of unnatural colour that sucks milk through the undersides of its fingernails. It can crawl slowly by dragging itself 
along, but prefers to attach to an amputee.
Some forms of this creature have a mouth with sharp teeth at the elbow end, to remove the original limb, and then attach to the stump. 
This variant has a spell which makes such wounds painless. Occasionally colonies of the creatures form on a single individual.


